
FULLSTACK
We’ll teach you the languages, tools and techniques you’ll be using as a software developer in the real

world. This bootcamp focuses on a foundation in the JavaScript stack plus the latest technologies

including React, HTML, CSS, Git, MySQL, and software architecture principles.. (10 Weeks)

JAVA+ANDROID
You will be on your way to a promising career as a Software Engineer. Knowledge of Java and Android

is a door into the world of mobile apps and app development. This course will also prepare you for the

Java SE 8 Programmer certification. (12 Weeks)

DIGITAL MEDIA
You will develop skills in commercial animation, digital game design, and computer generated

graphics (CGI) utilizing the latest software development tools popular in the industry for a career in

digital animation, game design and more in this 12 week bootcamp! (12 Weeks)

INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) 
This bootcamp will teach students the fundamentals of creating and coding smart connected devices

built around low power computer chips.  Students will be exposed to the fundamentals of circuit design,

coding, and integration. (10 Weeks)

DATA SCIENCE
Dive into the world of Data Science, data modeling, machine learning, and more in this advanced Deep

Dive Coding Bootcamp. You will learn to solve critical business problems within your domain of

expertise with new skills in programming, modeling, and data analysis. (12 Weeks)

D E V E L O P  Y O U R

D R E A M

Deep Dive students receive career and success coaching and networking opportunities and they complete a group

capstone project that they showcase to local employers at “Demo Day.” DDC alumni are well respected and in high

demand working at National Laboratories and local companies in Albuquerque’s growing tech scene.

Deep Dive offers five intensive and immersive 

full time bootcamps where students learn valuable

skills in a variety of career fields. 

More than 50 new companies have been launched by DDC grads.

Contact us today!
deepdivecoding.com

505-224-4717

info@deepdivecoding.com


